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CONSPIRACY THEORY # 2,578

Did We Just Witness An American “Coup” Against Donald Trump?

I figured with all of this crazy-ass-shit about this new “Q” group of nut
bags that I may as well add my own insanity to today’s pile of crap.
Problem is… I think I’m right and that this frighteningly may be true.
But hopefully it’s the beginning of a very good thing.
Yesterday… August 2nd 2018… was one of the strangest in history.
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I watched it all day unfolding live. I always DVR the entire afternoon so
that I can catch the “Sarah Huckabee Sanders Show”… as it is
annoyingly never really scheduled and seems to emerge each day out
of the fog of uncertainty engulfing today’s White House.
And yesterday… Sanders was even more bitter than ever before in the
past. Frequently using… what were obviously carefully written out in
advance “speeches”… to rip out the throats of these “enemies of the
people” while tossing their bloody chunks to Trump’s rabid deplorables.
But before she got into the really ugly stuff she had guests to introduce.
And with a depressed downward look to her face… Sanders marched
out extreme right-wing Russia hawk John Bolton (National Security
Advisor Ambassador)… the either complete idiot or just plane lucky…
Kirstjen Nielsen (Secretary of Homeland Security)… and three men
with their integrity still somewhat intact… Dan Coats (Director of
National Security)… Christopher Wray (FBI “Top Dog”)… and Paul
Nakasone (Director of National Security).
And one at a time… in a carefully paced and matter of fact like
manner… the five intelligence heads each spelled out in detail their
departments commitment to protecting our elections and their full
understanding that Russia was still attacking America in cyberspace.
Fast forward a few hours later and Trump was once again ranting like a
K-Mart Mussolini about how the “whole Russian thing is a hoax”!
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Rudy tipped his hand the other day when he mentioned a second
Trump Tower meeting that no one knew about yet. Was he the worst
lawyer in history? Completely senile? Or more likely… did he already
know that things were about to get very bad… and in a very awkward
way was trying to get out in front of it all. He knows that Trump is done.
We have had no preparation or any coordination on the national level
for the security of our elections … Trump had one meeting that lasted a
little less than an hour. He wasn’t interested. I wonder why?
But the word getting around is that Trump is toast and was actually
conspiring with Russians. And I believe that the intelligence folks got
together and decided to try to take over the message and the mission
to try to safeguard our elections. They saw the writing on the wall.
There was word later that Trump had directed them to do this but no
one seems to be buying it. And it was strange… no one seemed to be
in charge of the five… but you could tell they were working together.
They say Trump is in a “dark place”. And it’s only about to get worse.
Don Jr. and maybe even Ivanka will be going to jail soon.
And I think that even Bolton knew that something had to be done.
And I think they all now realize that President Donald J. Trump is
completely and totally out of his mind… So what next?
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